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How To Use the Press Release Template
To generate a Press Release, simply fill in all the fields, giving the appropriate information. Each field is denoted by words in CAPITAL LETTERS.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INSERT NEWSPAPER-LIKE TITLE HERE, PREFERABLY WITH A DOUBLE MEANING OR PUN 4
Scientists today announced that they are the first to successfully demonstrate SCIENTIFIC FINDING. 5 This has long been one of the holy grails of SCIENTIFIC FIELD. "This finding radically alters our understanding of the field, to say the least," says FIRST AUTHOR, a SCIENTIFIC FIELDologist from INSTITUTION who led the research.
"We were stunned when we made the discovery. For a few minutes we just didn't believe what we were seeing," says FIRST AUTHOR, "then SECOND AUTHOR (a student of FIRST AUTHOR) yelled 'We've done it!' and we started dancing around the LAB/OBSERVATORY/FIELD SITE. It was very exciting." News of the finding was greeted with universal surprise, 7 except, that is, at FIRST AUTHORS INSTITUTION. "Privately, a few of us had long thought this might be the case," said FIRST AUTHOR, "but we kept it quiet because we were afraid our colleagues would think we were crazy." Not everyone is convinced, however, and their report has been criticized as premature by some. "While FIRST AUTHOR's interpretation of the data represents one possible explanation, their data do not necessary preclude the possibility of OPPOSITE EXPLANATION," intoned A NON-AUTHOR PUNDIT IN THE SAME FIELD of ANOTHER INSTITUTION. "Further work will be necessary to fully prove that they are correct." "Ah, NON-AUTHOR PUNDIT IN THE FIELD," chuckled FIRST AUTHOR in response, "He has been grinding the ALTERNATE EXPLANATION axe for ages. It has been growing steadily out of favor for years and our new results are the nail in its coffin. He is, of course, correct that more data is always desirable, but we are confident that future studies will only support our findings."
The full extent of the importance of these findings will take years to fully appreciate, predicts THIRD AUTHOR. Nonetheless, it may well have implications that cross the boundaries of the discipline of SCIENTIFIC FIELD. INSERT MANDATORY QUOTE BY (A) Sagan, (B) Einstein, (C) Freud, (D) Darwin, or (E) folksy grandmother HERE. "Only time, and continued support, will tell," intoned THIRD AUTHOR solemnly.
A better understanding of this effect may help scientists plan more successful strategies for SCIENTIFIC FIELD in the future. "This is just a step along the path," said SECOND AUTHOR modestly, "but an important one." --AUTHOR'S BYLINE FIGURE. It is important to provide a figure that can be used with the press release. However, it is never a good idea to show any graphs, equations, or chemistry. We have provided sample images 8 that are appropriate for almost any topic. It should be noted the same image can serve equally well in reports about any of several different branches of science. 
